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Liedson was established in 2018 in Gers near Southwest France. 
Gil Aguilera (creative director) and Stefan Macario (designer) established this up-and-coming brand with the concept of audio products that are attractive 
to both ears and eyes. 
The high-end audio server "ORATORIO" that we have introduced several times in this magazine is shocking because of its innovative design combining 
aluminum block cutting and natural wood. 
The next product we delivered was the power amplifier "ODEON". 
The design is unified as "ORATORIO", and the original modified PWM method is adopted. 
How well do you do that? Ikuo Tsunoda will listen to the music.

Integrated server DAC or advance sale of wooden top panel
I heard the news that a new brand model will appear from France early in the new year. 
It was a budding brand, Liedson, founded in 2018. It is based in Gers, near Toulouse, southwest of France, and is developed by Gilles Aguilera 
(Representative & Creative Director) and Stefan Macario (Designer). 
The first models to appear in Japan were those that used beautiful wood for the top panel (bonnet) and cut white aluminum blocks for the bottom case. 
In the picture, the CD flew out and I thought it was a CD player, but this was actually a server audio DAC "ORATORIO" with a built-in CD ripper. 
The brand was founded in 2018, but Aguilera had already completed an audio streamer in 2006 and distinguished himself in the project to launch the brand 
in 2014. 
He is also a famous artist and sculptor, and one of the key elements of the model development is the fusion of French refined design and superior 
technology in his audio products.

"ORATORIO" and pair   A new power amplifier comes out
The new "ORATORIO" is a stereo power amplifier called "ODEON". 
It can be said that it is a power amplifier paired with this. 
The design, like the ORATORIO, uses a wood-top panel of beautiful wood grain with what appears to be an acrylic line in the center. 
The bottom case is also made of aluminum block cutting and has a dedicated spike foot that supports four points and a spike bracket. 
I would put both models on the top of a low table rack and always look at the whole thing, not just the music, with appropriately designed speakers.
The top panel is standard on multi-line beaches, with options like walnut and elm burl. 
The output can be selected from standard specification 250 W or special specification 500 W. 
The input is standard specification RCA and optional XLR balanced input.

Independently modified Class D, precise design and anti-vibration measures
Unfortunately, the details of the internal technology have not been disclosed, but I will share with you the information I got from the same brand's home 
site. 
First of all, the amplifier is equipped with the ICEPOWER module of Denmark, which is a Class D amplifier and has been highly evaluated and proven 
worldwide. 
However, it is not a standard model, but rather a unique module modified by the company with high precision specifications, and by introducing unique 
dual feedback loop technology, it has dramatically improved open-loop gain, phase rotation, distortion rate and robustness compared to conventional Class 
D amplifiers. 
Special attention has also been paid to each part, such as the British audio note KAISEI, a high quality condenser, and a choke coil made by manually 
winding litz wires in a process developed in-house. 
The brand's policies include zero noise, a rock-solid power supply, a precise circuit board design using Teflon substrates, and the elimination of parasitic 
vibration (vibration is eliminated by bonding different materials of wood and aluminum).
It's a high-efficiency, low-power, low-heat class D amplifier, but the approach to its development seems pretty impressive. 
The country's website also publishes measurements.
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Surprisingly spacious spatial expression gloss and warm texture are attractive.
In the audition, we used the B & W 803 D3 for the SACD player, preamplifier and speaker in our reference. 
Its main feature is that it has an extremely high resolution characteristic, with a vast three-dimensional space unforeseen. 
The S/N and dynamic range give a wide impression in terms of the auditory sense, and in the case of female vocals with a small number of instruments, 
detailed details such as voice quality and movement are depicted realistically. 
Piazzolla's “Four Seasons of Buenos Aires, ” which has a fast tempo, has a very quick start to the string, a lot of information, and a realistic reproduction of the 
woody feel and puffy sound of the string orchestra. And violin Solo, using the Stradivarius, recreated the rich, rich sound of the overtones with a clever 
bowing. 
As for the tone, it has a moderate gloss and a slightly warm texture. 
The pyramid and balance characteristic with thickness in the middle and low range is attractive.
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Class D uses a PWM modulator, which I always feel adds a clear rich overtone to the overall sound quality through the vacuum tube. It may be conjectured 
that, taking this point into consideration, they developed their own circuits and adopted high-grade parts. 
It's a great power amplifier that combines sound quality and design. 
It should be used in combination with the world's high-end preamps."




